
HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY 

M o n T u e W e d T h u F r i 
29 
 
Theories of Technological 
Development 
 
Handing Out the Syllabus 

30 
 
“Time is on our side, yes it is—The 
History of Time” 
 

The History of the Clock  
 
Building a Clepsydra 
 
 

31 
 
“There is a crack in everything that 
is how the light gets in.” 
 

The History of Light 
 
Bow-drill break down 
 

1 
 
“He was turned to steel in the great 
magnetic field”   
 

The History of Metal 
Blacksmith vs. Welding 

2 
 
“If you want to destroy my sweater, 
hold this thread as I walk away”   
 

The History of  Cloth 
 
Avalanche Looms 
 

5   
 
“Communication breakdown, it’s 
always the same.  Having a nervous 
breakdown, drive me insane”   
 

The History of 
Communication  
 
Field trip to WDRT 

6 
 
“Summer’s here and the time is 
right for racing in the street.”   
 

A History of 
Transportation  
 
Jet Propulsion Race 
 

7 
 
“Evil minds that plot destruction, 
sorcerers of death’s construction.”  
 

A History of the Projectile 
 
 Firearms demonstration 
 
 

8 
 
“Well a simple kinda life never did 
me no harm, a raisin' me a family 
and workin' on a farm.” 
 

 A Technological History of 
the Seed 
 
 

9 
 
“Run my little brother, run to the 
chicken farm.” 
 

A Technological History of 
the Animal 
 
Film: Our Daily Bread 

12  
“I'm not a robot without emotions, 
I'm not what you see.  I've come to 
help you with your problems so we 
can be free.” 
 

A Technological History of 
Man 
 

13 
“The universe is shaped exactly like 
the earth if you go straight long 
enough you'll end up where you 
were.”  
 

A Technological History of 
the Universe 
 

14 
“You got a reaction didn't, you?  
You took a white orchid and turned 
it blue”   
 

Reactions to Technology 
Romanticism, Arts & Crafts, 
Luddism, Anthroposophy 
 
 

15 
“Well, I dreamed I saw the silver 
space ships flying in the yellow 
haze of the sun.  There were 
children crying and colors flying 
all around the chosen ones. “ 
 

Visions of the Future 
The Singularity, Biomimetics, 
Transhumanism 

16 
 
Film: Manufactured Landscapes 
 
 

19  
 
Examination 
 
 
 
 
 

20 
 
Project Presentations 

21 
 
 

22 
 
 

23 
 
 



Evaluative Tasks: 

Attendance and Punctuality (10%) 

Classroom Comportment (10%) 

Final Examination (20%) 

Final Project Including: 

Visual Element (25%) 

This could be a catalog of historical artifacts, visual recreations of historical objects, or de-
tailed diagrams plotting the evolution of a given technology. 

Written Element (25%) 

This is a 1000-word paper outlining the evolution of a given technology and analyzing the 
ways in which it has shaped humankind, the material world, and the way that we look at our-
selves and our world. 

Performative Element (10%) 

This could be an oral presentation of your findings, an exposition of one of your recreations, 
or a story told from the point of view of your technology.  Get creative! 

 

All Final Projects will be Publicly Displayed! 


